TANKS IN MONS
RULES MILITARIA FLEA MARKET

1. Every stallholder must comply with Belgian legislation regarding exposed items and weapons.
2. In this respect, every stallholder is given the present which underlines various subjects of Belgian
legislation. You have to sign the present document to setting up your stall. Failure to do so might result in
immediate expulsion of the fair.
3. Minors will only be admitted to the event when accompanied by an adult. It is forbidden to sell (parts of)
weapons and knifes to minors.
4. It is forbidden to display any item showing a Nazi or SS related sign unless its historical collector interest is
obviously proven.
5. No useable weapons can be showed or sold without license, exception made of those made before 1895.
6. Only weapons presented to the test bench gun Liege are allowed with their respective license. Sellers
must keep a listing of buyers which is to be returned at a fair representative at the end of fair.
7. Are allowed : non prohibited edged weapons, dummy weapons (with BEL pattern), signaling weapons.
8. The only ammunitions allowed are the ones neutralized by the test bench gun Liège.
9. Are forbidden : explosives such as grenades, mines, mortars, shells, rockets.
10. A cartridge can be exposed and sold only if primer is struck.
11. Are prohibited and forbidden in Belgium :
 anti-personnel mines and laser weapons
 incendiary weapons
 weapons that are designed exclusively for military use , such as automatic weapons, grenades and
rockets and ammunitions for those weapons
 flick knives and gushing blade (also called « pens »), butterfly knives, throwing knives, shurikens
(throwing stars), American-hitting blows
 clubs and batons
 sword canes and walking-guns
 firearms adapted to be concealed, gun concealed in another object or firearms that do not exhibit the
characteristics described in the authorization (gun with sawn barrel)
 portable devices for inhibiting people using electric shock (Tasers)
 aerosols and self-defense sprays
 folding guns with a caliber greater than 20
 nunchakus
 silencers
 night vision googles
 sighting equipment projecting a beam
 greater capacity chargers.
The following weapons are allowed on this fair :
1. Black powder weapons made before 1895 (no need of test bench gun Liege), neutralized weapons, alarm
guns, non-firearms and edged weapons.
2. Parts that are not subject to legal test according to the law of 24 May 1888 (eg. magazines, clips,
extractors).
3. Parts that modify the type of weapon are not on free sale (eg. smooth barrel, ...)
4. Accessories (ergonomic handle, optical devices...) are on free sale.
Les pièces et adjuvants prohibés sont interdits, tant à la vente qu’à l’exposition.
5. Reloading materials is on free sale with exception made of primers, cartridge cases, projectiles.
6. Weapons called « airsoft’s » are allowed to adults. However, display of « airsoft’s » with energy released
superior to 7,5 joules is prohibited.
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Belgian law states that :
Each participating gunsmith must be approved.
Each gunsmith with a Belgian approval may, on the basis of the law itself, sell exceptionally weapons outside their
permanent establishment.
Foreign dealers must seek prior temporary approval to the governor in charge (in this case, the governor of
Hainaut in Mons).
The foreign dealers should have of copy of their certification with them at the fair.
Both foreign dealers and individuals must obtain prior to the fair a temporary import permit and final exit for all
weapons to the licensing department of the Region which they depend.
Individual participants, including collectors, should not be approved. However, they may occasionally sell
weapons without commercial intent or, in other words, as part of normal management of their heritage.
REMINDER :
Police of Mons will make lightning checks.
In this matter, « TANKS IN MONS » committee cannot be held responsible for any violation of the law.
Stands are available on public way in limited areas.
Each stallholder must respect belgian law and in particular fiscal regulations. The committee cannot be held
responsible for any kind of violation.
The organization cannot be held responsible for theft, loss or damage to stands or their contents, for accidents or
any personal injury sustained during the fair. All damage caused by a participant or a visitor shall be repaired at
his expense.
Stallholders are expected to help maintain the site in a clean and tidy condition, all rubbish should be put in the
appropriate bag given at the set up.
It is strictly forbidden to set any kind of fire (eg. for BBQ).
Neither food nor drinks can be sold on the fair.

Last Name/First Name :.........................................................................................................
Commercial Designation :..................................................................................
Date : ………………….20….. , read and approved,

(SIGNATURE)
YOU HAVE TO SIGN THIS DOCUMENT, AND SEND IT BACK TO THE ORGANIZATION
OR GIVE IT THE DAY OF THE FLEA MARKET.
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